Isothermal titration calorimetry and vesicle leakage assays highlight the differential behaviors of tau repeat segments upon interaction with anionic lipid membranes.
Tau misfolding has been implicated in a variety of tauopathies, including Alzheimer's disease. The microtubule binding domain of tau consists of four repeat segments (R1-R4), and aggregation of these segments leads to the formation of neurofibrillary tangles. Previous studies indicate that misfolded tau associates with anionic phospholipid membranes, invoking structural transformations that could play a role in aggregation. Here, we investigated the role of membrane surface charge on the binding affinity of individual tau repeat segments, and whether these segments exhibit lytic activity. We quantified the thermodynamics of this process in terms of the affinity (Kd), enthalpy (ΔH), entropy (ΔS), and change in specific heat capacity (ΔCp). While neutral membranes exhibited weak interactions with each tau repeat segment, segments R2 and R3 exhibited relatively strong binding with anionic membranes with favorable ΔS and a negative value of ΔCp. Calcein leakage assays show that each repeat segment displays lytic activity, but only upon the interaction with anionic membranes. Taken together, these results distinguish the relative selectivity for anionic membranes by each repeat segment and the degree of membrane disruption that results.